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FIRM & RE-SCULPT
Neck & Décolletage Firming Treatment.

       

Many factors can induce undesirable bust conditions. For instance, tremendous weight 
loss can cause a significant and rapid reduction in bust volume. Childbirth can also 

result in a dramatic loss of breast shape and severe sagging. Menopause too exerts a 
     considerable effect on bust volume and shape, causing a flaccid softness. 

Following a gentle exfoliation of the bust area, fine Buste & Décolleté Rich Cream
 is used to massage and promote the elimination of toxins through a specialized 

massage and drainage method. An intense  firming peel-off mask is applied across the 
entire décolletage to firm and strengthen the tissues further. 

 This bust treatment is for those who wish to maintain or regain their tone and firmness.
 Results can be seen after one treatment but a course of ten is recommended.

 

Product-by-product Range Overview

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
  
  
 
 

 

 

 

 

                           

Algae & Aloe Vera Scrub 
(sof t)

Tha Algae & Aloe Vera  Body Scrub is based on Laminaria Algae, and is especially rich in 
  Iodine. It eliminate dead cells and impurities, and detoxifies the epidermis, also preparing

                           the skin to receive other cares.

Firming Bust & Décolletage   
Cream

Skin f irmness and tone are essential for an attractive contoured bust. The breast is held in 
place by a triangle of  skin w hich extends from the chin to the base of  the breast. To be 

ef fective, a bust beauty treatment product should not be applied solely to the breast but to 
.

 Based on the formula w hich includes extracts of  natural origin, Buste & Décolleté Rich 
                           Cream reinforces the triangle of  skin which holds the bust.

Firming Bust & Décolletage
Mask

The seaweeds, rich in mineral substances and vitamins, smooth and tone up the skin, w hile 
keeping it supple and hydrated. The marine collagen is recognized for its hydrating and f ilm 

forming properties, marine collagen is able to ensure the maintenance of tissue moisture. 
The grape seed oil has a great content of  essential fatty acids which has a positive ef fect on  

 

Intended for established ptosis problems responsible for a sagging bust, this formula 
    contains very high concentrations of  plant extract, marine collagen and seaweed to 

   help reactivate collagen and elastin production in order to f ight against skin slackening  
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the whole of décolletage area.
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the cutaneous protective barrier.
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and to help restore shape to breasts.
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1P03P200ml
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BM34P500ml
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2J32 1kg
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Firming Bust & DécolletageComplex
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2S01-8  80ml
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